
 

 

 
 

 

Researcher (TV-L 13) in law 

The Center for Interdisciplinary Labour Law Studies (C*LLaS) is a vibrant hub for 
academic research about law, labour and society at the European University Viadrina in 
Frankfurt (Oder). Our goal is to inform current public and academic debates by 
producing high-quality legal research grounded in theory and empirical data. 

We are looking to hire a legal academic from January 2023 to December 2025 (3 years) 
in the context of the EU Horizon project “Care4Care”.  

The project aims to develop proposals to improve the working and living situation of care 
workers in Europe. The German team consists of three people and is led by Eva Kocher. 

About the position 

Your main tasks will include: 

 reviewing the research on the working condicitions and legal situation of care 
workers in Germany;  

 cooperating closely with our project partners at the universities of Florence, 
Bordeaux, Girona, Lund, Rzeszów and Seville;  

 taking the lead in the joint preparation of a policy paper for the European 
regulatory level; 

 organising meetings of all project partners, as well as project workshops with 
practitioners; 

 coordinating and administering the project at Viadrina. 

Job requirements: 

 You have an above-average degree in law or sociology, with a focus on labour 
law, European law, labour studies or European studies; 

 You have experience or an interest in interdisciplinary work;  

 You have experience in managing projects in academia or other fields and 
leadership skills; 

 You have excellent writing skills in English as well as good knowledge of German; 

 You are a good team worker (and, preferably, experience in teamwork). 

What we offer: 

 Full Position of “Akademische Mitarbeiter*in” for 40h/week  
(50%-position with 20h/week is also possible); 

 Salary of 13 TV-L, according to Brandenburg regulations; 

 Collaboration with an interdisciplinary team of researchers and partners; 

 Workplace at an international university, in Frankfurt (Oder); 



 

 

 Excellent academic development opportunities. 

In case of any questions about the position, please email at kocher@europa-uni.de   

Applications until 31 October 2022: bewerbung@europa-uni.de. Keyword “1115-22-xx”. 
 


